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We investigate speciﬁc examples of locally-deﬁned real vector-ﬁelds on strata of
translation surfaces. Integrating SL(2,R)-loci of Veech surfaces along these vector-
ﬁelds yield interesting new examples of horocycle-invariant ergodic measures. These
measures are supported on closed immersed manifolds with boundary that ap-
proach the boundary of strata in a novel way.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Translation surfaces and their strata have been extensively studied and represent
a rich theory with many developments. See for instance the expository papers
[30] and [33], and the seminal paper [15]. The interesting action of SL(2,R) on
strata is related to the intriguing behavior of translation surfaces and presents
many similarities with the action of a connected subgroup H of a Lie group G that
is generated by unipotent elements, acting on a homogeneous quotient X of G.
For homogeneous spaces, the careful study of ﬂows that normalize the horo-
cycle ﬂow led to the celebrated Ratner's theorems [21], [22], [23] and [24] for the
measure classiﬁcation theorem which asserts that ergodic invariant measures are
homogeneous, and [25] for the orbit equidistribution theorem which states that
orbits equidistribute in their closure. We refer the interested reader to [20] for an
introduction to these theorems. It includes an extensive history of the study of
unipotent ﬂows on homogeneous spaces.
Strata of translation surfaces have many features in common with homogeneous
spaces. Namely, SL(2,R) is generated by unipotent elements, every stratum has an
aﬃne (or aﬃne orbifold) structure, and a canonical invariant probability measure
that can be thought of as a Haar measure. The two settings present some critical
diﬀerences as well, the most striking being that for genus higher than 1, there
are non-complete horocycle-invariant vector-ﬁeld on strata (see Chapter 2). In
the case of strata of translation surfaces, the study of horocycle-invariant ergodic
measures is a powerful tool to establish broader results about translation surfaces,
see for instance [4], [7], [8] and [27]. Moreover, some results that are very similar
to Ratner's theorems were proven in the case of SL2(R)-invariant measures and
1
orbits in the groundbreaking papers [10] and [11]. In particular, SL2(R) orbit
closures are immersed invariant aﬃne submanifold of strata, and equidistribution
theorems similar to the homogeneous case hold. Equidistribution theorems were
also obtained in [2] for horocycle-invariant measures in the stratum H(1, 1).
On the other hand, the careful analysis of real-rel ﬂows in [28] revealed examples
of horocycle-invariant ergodic measures supported on a manifold with boundary
and inﬁnitely generated fundamental group, thus emphatically not homogeneous
or aﬃne. In order to develop Ratner-type tools in strata, it is crucial to study
the behavior of ﬂows and vector-ﬁelds that normalize the horocycle ﬂow. Because
there are few invariant ﬂows on strata that normalize the horocycle ﬂow, new tools
need to be introduced. A fundamental idea in [28] is to replace them by invariant
vector-ﬁelds that can be used to create new horocycle-invariant measures. The ﬁrst
example of a vector-ﬁeld investigated in [28] is real-rel, which implies that directions
and lengths of loops stay unchanged under the integration of these vector-ﬁelds.
This case is studied in depth, and the obstruction to integrate vector-ﬁelds for all
times comes from a saddle connection shrinking to a point. See also [2] where
these vector-ﬁelds are examined in detail. Moreover, the generalized trajectories
obtained by approaching non-complete trajectories by nearby-deﬁned trajectories
(see [28], Section 7) hit the boundary of strata for a discrete set of times.
In this thesis, we exhibit new behaviors of horocycle-invariant ergodic measures
on strata that come from non-rel real (locally-deﬁned) vector-ﬁelds, and we inves-
tigate what happens when the obstruction to integrate such vector-ﬁelds comes
from a whole subsurface with boundary degenerating to a point, rather than just
a saddle connection. In that case, we will see examples that show that generalized
trajectories can hit boundaries of strata in a non-discrete set of times.
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After some background and preliminaries, we start in Section 3.2 by studying
the example of the locus of the Eierlegende Wollmilchsau, a translation surface tak-
ing its name from the mythical creature egg-laying wool-milk-sow that produces
anything one might need. It has extraordinary properties and produced many
counterexamples, see [12], [14] and [26]. In Section 3.2, by pushing this locus
along a particular vector-ﬁeld, we obtain a space P(MWMS) which is the support
of a horocycle-invariant ergodic measure and that presents a new behavior that
we describe as inﬁnite catastrophes in ﬁnite time. See Theorem 1 which gives a
speciﬁc homeomorphism between a slice of an open ball in MWMS and its image
in P(MWMS). In this speciﬁc case, the inﬁnite catastrophes phenomenon is due
to a cylinder getting more and more horizontal. This is sketched in Figure 3.15
and studied in detail in Chapter 5. In Chapter 4 we look at the more general
case of Veech surfaces M for which the vector v to push along has some ﬁniteness
property, namely Dir(M, v) is ﬁnite, and we show that in that case as well, inﬁ-
nite catastrophes exactly happen when a cylinder gets more and more horizontal,
see Theorem 3. In Chapter 5, we also investigate how P(MWMS) approaches a
Borel-Serre type of blow-up of the limit point in a simple case, see Theorem 4.
3
CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
2.1 Strata of translation surfaces
A translation surface is a connected, orientable, compact surface M with a ﬁnite
set of points (called singular points) Σ ⊂ M such that transition maps coming
from charts on M \ Σ are translations.
The Euclidean metric on R2 induces a metric on a translation surface M with
set of singular points Σ via pull-backs of charts on M \ Σ. Under this metric,
points in M \ Σ have neighborhoods isometric to Euclidean disks, and singular
points have neighborhoods isometric to cyclic covers of Euclidean disks. We deﬁne
the order of a singular point to be n−1 where n is the order of such a cyclic cover.
The order of a singular point is 0 when it admits a neighborhood isometric to a
Euclidean disk. By the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem, the sum of the orders of singular
points is 2g − 2 with g the genus of M .
Given two translation surfaces M and N with sets of singular points ΣM and
ΣN respectively, we deﬁne an aﬃne isomorphism to be an orientation-preserving
homeomorphism φ : M → N such that φ(ΣM) = φ(ΣN) and which is aﬃne on
charts of M \ ΣM . We deﬁne the derivative Der(φ) of φ to be the linear part of
φ. If Der(φ) is the identity, then we say that φ is an equivalence of translation
surfaces, and we say M and N are equivalent.
We deﬁne a marked translation surface (S, ψ,M) as a triple where S is a con-
nected, orientable, compact surface, with a ﬁnite set of points ΣS ⊂ S, M is
translation surface with set of singular points ΣM and f : S → M a homeomor-
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phism with f(ΣS) = ΣM . We say that two marked translation surfaces (S, ψ1,M)
and (S, ψ2,M) are equivalent if ψ1 and ψ2 are isotopic rel ΣM . Note that S and
M must have the same genus g. Fixing an order on ΣS once and for all induces
an order of ΣM via f , so we think of ΣM as an ordered set (x1, . . . , xn). Write
κ = (k1, . . . , kn) for the n-tuple of orders of the xi. This is a partition of 2g − 2.
Given a genus g and a partition κ of 2g − 2, deﬁne the stratum Hmarked(κ) to
be the set of all marked translation surfaces with partition κ. Integrating paths in
M gives rise to a well-deﬁned map dev : Hmarked(κ) → H1(M,ΣM ;C) ' C2g+n−1,
called the developing map. This map was ﬁrst introduced in [6] under the name
period map. Pulling back the Euclidean structure of C2g+n−1 makes Hmarked(κ)
a complex manifold which is complete exactly when n = 1. As in [2], we want to
deﬁne a version of strata for which singular points have labels that are well deﬁned.
Thus, deﬁne two surfaces of type κ to be label-preserving translation equivalent
when they are translation equivalent via a label-preserving map. We then deﬁne the
stratumHlabel(κ) or simplyH(κ) as the set of translation surfacesM with partition
κ, up to label-preserving translation equivalence. The surjective map (S, ψ,M) 7→
M makes H(κ) into a complex orbifold H(κ) = Hmarked(κ)/Modlabel(S,ΣS), with
Modlabel(S,ΣS) the mapping class group of homeomorphisms of S that preserve
ΣS, with label.
Pulling back the Lebesgue measure on C2g+n−1 gives a measure on Hmarked(κ),
which is foliated by aﬃne leaves corresponding to the surfaces of same area. We
restrict to the leaf of area-1 marked translation surfacesHmarked1 (κ) and disintegrate
that measure to endow Hmarked1 (κ) with a measure µ. The push-forward of µ on
the space H1(κ) of area-1 labeled translation surfaces gives it the structure of a
measured space with ﬁnite volume.
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Finally, SL(2,R) acts on both Hmarked1 (κ) and H1(κ) by post-composition of the
charts ofM . H1(κ) has thus many of the features of homogeneous spaces G/Λ with
G a Lie group containing a subgroup H ' SL(2,R) and Λ a lattice of G. Namely,
complex orbifold structure replaces homogeneity, µ replaces the Haar measure on
G/Λ and the SL(2,R) action replaces the action of H. An important diﬀerence is
that horocycle-invariant vector-ﬁelds H1(κ) is not complete in general.
2.2 Mirzakhani-Wright partial compactiﬁcation of strata
In this section, we recall brieﬂy the Mirzakhani-Wright partial compactiﬁcation of
strata developed in [19] where several examples are carefully worked out. From this
viewpoint, saddle connections and sub-surfaces are allowed to degenerate to points
or 1-dimensional trees, and the way this degeneration happens does not aﬀect the
limit. This is in contrast with Borel-Serre types of compactiﬁcations where all the
degenerating subsurfaces are scaled back to have area 1 and contribute in the limit.
A Borel-Serre type description will be discussed in Chapter 5 in a simple case.
Following [19], as we want to allow a surface to degenerate into a disjoint
union of several surfaces, we deﬁne strata of multicomponent area-1 marked (resp.
labeled) surfaces as Hmarked1 (κ1)× . . .×Hmarked1 (κk) (resp. H1(κ1)× . . .×H1(κk))
for some partitions κi, where each component surface M
i is scaled by 1
k
so that
the multicomponent surface (M1, . . . ,Mk) has area 1.
Let H and H′ be two strata of multicomponent area-1 surfaces. Let Mn be a
sequence of surfaces in H and M a surface in H′, with tuples of singular points
Σn and Σ respectively. We say that Mn converges to M if there exist decreasing
neighborhoods Un of Σ in M with ∩Un = Σ, and maps gn : M \Un →Mn that are
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diﬀeomorphisms onto their image and that verify:
(i) given any embedded triangle T of M \ Σ, gn(T ) is an embedded triangle Tn
of Mn \ Σn for n large enough, and for any side si of T , dev(Mn, gn(si)) →
dev(M, si), i.e. the sides gn(si) of Tn have lengths and directions converging
to that of si.
(ii) the injectivity radii of points that do not lie in the image of gn converge to
0 uniformly.
Let Mn be a converging sequence of translation surfaces. If for each n there is
a saddle connection σn ⊂ Mn (resp. a cylinder Cn ⊂ Mn) with length ln verifying
ln → 0 (resp. with the supremum of injectivity radii rn verifying rn → 0), we say
that a saddle connection (resp. a cylinder) degenerates as n → ∞. In Lemmas
2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 below we investigate explicit examples of convergence and
divergence in the sense of Mirzakhani-Wright. These form a catalog of behaviors
that we will encounter below.
Lemma 2.2.1. Let M be a marked (resp. labeled) translation surface with a cylin-
der C ⊂ M . For any h > 0, deﬁne Mh to be the surface obtained from M by
lettingM \C ﬁx while the height of C is set to h and no extra shear happens inside
C (otherwise put, the twist t˜ ∈ R (resp. t ∈ S1 = [0, 1]/(0 ∼ 1)) stays constant),
and by then rescaling so that Mh has area 1. Then the limit of Mh in the sense of
Mirzakhani-Wright as h → 0 is the one you expect, namely the surface obtained
from M by cutting out C and identifying the two end-loops γi along the Interval
Exchange Map corresponding to ﬂowing inside C from γ1 to γ2 in the direction
normal to γ1, then rescaled to have area 1. If the ﬂow inside C in the direction
normal to γ1 connects two singular points, then a saddle connection degenerates
as n→∞. Otherwise, there is no saddle connection degenerating as n→∞.
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Figure 2.1: Left: a torus with a slit. Right: a horizontal cylinder. We glue these
two surfaces with boundary along α and β. The new singular point (in orange) of
the resulting surface has order 2. The sequence of such surfaces Mn with slits of
length 1
n
has a Mirzakhani-Wright limit which is a torus with a singular point of
order 0.
Proof. See the ﬁrst example in the Example section of [19].
Lemma 2.2.2. LetMn be a sequence of marked (resp. labeled) translation surfaces
in the same stratum and such that Mn converges to some surface M in the sense
of Mirzakhani-Wright. Assume that for each n there is a saddle connection σn in
Mn and that the lengths |σn| converge to 0. For each n, deﬁne M˜n as the surface
(rescaled to have area 1) obtained from Mn by cutting along σn and attaching
a cylinder Cn (see Figure 2.1 for the example for which Mn is a torus with two
singular points of order 0) of height hn < 1 with end-loops at each of the two open
slits. Then M˜n converges to M in the sense of Mirzakhani-Wright, and there is a
cylinder degenerating as n→∞
Proof. Let Un ⊂ M and gn : M \ Un → Mn as in the deﬁnition of Mirzakhani-
Wright convergence. Let U˜n = Un ∪ σ, ιn : Mn \ σn → M˜n the inclusion map (with
scaling) and g˜n = ιn ◦ (gn|Mn\σn). Then since the injectivity radii of points in Cn is
less than or equal to |σn|, we see that M˜n, M , U˜n and g˜n verify the Mirzakhani-
Wright convergence deﬁnition. We use the fact that the scaling factor 1
1+|σn|hn
tends to 1 to show (i).
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Lemma 2.2.3. For any positive number h, let Mh as in Lemma 2.2.1. Let hn be
any sequence of positive numbers with hn → ∞. Then Mhn does not converge in
the sense of Mirzakhani-Wright.
Proof. Assume by contradiction thatMhn →M ′ withM ′ in some stratum H′. We
will prove that the injectivity radii of points in Mhn converge to 0, thus (i) cannot
be satisﬁed. Let x ∈ M . If x ∈ M \ C, let γx be a path in M \ C from x to a
singular point of M . Otherwise, let γx be a loop around C in a direction parallel
to its end-loops. This is a saddle connection of length l with l the circumference
of C. Since the scaling factor from M to Mhn is 11+lhn , then the injectivity radius
of x in Mhn is at most
l
1+lhn
.
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CHAPTER 3
PUSHES OF LOCI
3.1 Preliminaries
Deﬁne the geodesic ﬂow
gt =
 et/2 0
0 e−t/2

and the horocycle ﬂow
ht =
 1 t
0 1
 .
The ﬂow ht is the ﬂow of interest here, and gt is interesting because it normalizes ht:
gthsg−t = hs.et .
We say that a measure µ (resp. a closed set F ) is horocycle-invariant if the push-
forwards µ(h−1t (·)) of that measure (resp. the closed sets h−1t (F )) are all equal.
Throughout this section, we consider a stratum of marked area-1 translation
surfaces Hmarked = Hmarked1 (κ) and we ﬁx a marked translation surface (S, ψ,M) ∈
Hmarked. We writeMmarked for the closure of the SL(2,R)-orbit of M in Hmarked.
We also write Hlabel for Hlabel1 (κ) and Mlabel ⊂ Hlabel for the image of Mmarked
under the map (S, ψ,M)→M .
Let v be a vector in dev(Hmarked) ⊂ C2g+n−1. By pulling back the constant
vector-ﬁeld equal to v on dev(Hmarked) via the developing map, we obtain a well-
deﬁned vector-ﬁeld on Hmarked. If v ∈ R2g+n−1 ⊂ C2g+n−1 then the induced vector-
ﬁeld on Hmarked commutes with the horocycle ﬂow and we call it a real vector-ﬁeld.
If its image in H1(M ;C) is trivial, then we say v is real-rel. We would like to deﬁne
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such vector-ﬁelds onHlabel. A possible obstruction here is that the image of a vector
v ∈ THmarked in THlabel is not necessarily ﬁnite, so we will work in a ﬁnite cover
instead.
Therefore, consider the monodromy action of pi1(Hlabel,M) on the ﬁber of M
Modlabel(S,ΣS).(S, ψ,M). It induces an action on TMHlabel. By restricting to
pi1(Mlabel,M), we obtain an action of pi1(Mlabel,M) on TMHlabel. Given a vector
v ∈ TMHlabel, we write Dir(M, v) for the orbit of a vector v under this action.
Thanks to [32] where the computation of Dir(M, v) is carefully detailed in the
case where M is an abelian cover of the pillow-case, we know that inﬁnitely many
examples of pairs (M, v) can be constructed for which Dir(M, v) is a ﬁnite set. See
the table of examples in [32][Section 6]. We will study an explicit example of such
a pair in Section 3.2.
Letting k = |Dir(M, v)|, we now deﬁne Ĥ to be the k-fold cover of Hlabel
corresponding to the kernel of pi1(Mlabel,M) → Aut(TMHlabel), a subgroup of
pi1(Mlabel,M) of index k. We also deﬁne M̂ ⊂ Ĥ to be the pre-image of Mlabel
under the covering projection. It is a k-fold cover of Mlabel. Now by construc-
tion, pi1(M̂,M) acts trivially on TMĤ and the vectorﬁeld deﬁned by v on Hmarked
descends to a well-deﬁned vector-ﬁeld on Ĥ. Moreover, the action of SL(2,R) on
Hlabel lifts to Ĥ, the pullback µ̂ of the Masur-Veech measure µ on Hlabel is still
SL(2,R)-invariant and it is ﬁnite because M̂ is a ﬁnite cover ofMlabel.
We deﬁne the push P(M, v) of a translation surface M in Mmarked (resp. in
M̂) along the vector v as the surface obtained by ﬂowing M along the vector-ﬁeld
induced by v on Hmarked (resp. on Ĥ) for time 1, when deﬁned. We show in
Proposition 4.0.7 that, when the SL(2,R)-orbit of M is closed, then P(M, v) is
well-deﬁned on a set of positive measure of M̂, and thus by a standard ergodicity
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argument, it is well-deﬁned for µ̂-almost every M in M̂. See also [18][Theorem
1.2] which implies that in that case, P(M, v) is well-deﬁned as soon as it does not
have a horizontal saddle connection. Again, this implies that the push of M along
v is well-deﬁned for almost every M .
We now deﬁne the push of Mmarked (resp. of M̂) along the vector v as the
closure of the space of all pushes P(M, v) with M ∈Mmarked (resp. M ∈ M̂). We
write this push P(Mmarked, v) (resp. P(M̂, v)). Because the vector-ﬁeld induced
by v commutes with ht, the closed set P(Mmarked, v) (resp. P(M̂, v)) is horocycle-
invariant. Moreover, the push-forward P∗ ν of the natural measure on the locus M̂
under the map P : (M, v) 7→ P(M, v) is a horocycle-invariant measure on P(M̂, v)
of ﬁnite volume. Finally, we obtain an invariant closed set P(Mlabel, v) with in-
variant measure by taking the image of P(M̂, v) under the covering projection to
Hlabel.
It will be useful to deﬁne the subvector-space F ⊂ TMHlabel to be the set of
real vectors v for which |Dir(M, v)| is ﬁnite. The set R− rel of real-rel vectors is
a subspace of F . At this point, it is not clear how the vector-space structure of F
translates in terms of pushes of M . For instance, if we can describe pushes of M
along vectors v1 and v2, it does not follow that we understand pushes along v1+v2.
Recall that the computation of Dir(M, v) was completely described in [32] in the
case of abelian covers of the pillow-case.
3.2 A push of the Wollmilchsau locus
We now investigate a speciﬁc example using the locus of the Eierlegende Wollmilch-
sau. The Eierlegende Wollmilchsau (WMS)MWMS is the square-tiled marked (resp.
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α α
β β
e f g h
a b c d
d c b a
f e h g
Figure 3.1: The WMS as a square-tiled marked translation surface with gluings.
labeled) translation surface represented as the union of squares with gluings in
Figure 3.1. It has genus 3 and 4 singular points of order 1, i.e. its stratum is
HWMS = H1(1, 1, 1, 1). Since MWMS is square-tiled, its SL2(R)-orbit MWMS is
closed.
Each lettered label used for gluings in Figure 3.1 is a path [0, 1] → S with S
the connected, orientable, compact surface of genus 3. When the context is clear,
we think of them as elements of H1(S,Σ). Recall that we write dev(M,x) ∈ C for
the integral of dz along the edge labeled x in M . When the context is clear, we
will just write ~x.
Recall that F is the subvector-space of real vectors v for which the set of
directions |Dir(MWMS, v)| is ﬁnite. Here, F is of dimension 7 and consists of the
real vectors v verifying
v(a+ b+ c+ d) = v(e+ f + g + h) = v(2a+ b− d− e− g − 2α− 2β) = 0.
These conditions are equivalent to preserving area, i.e. P(MWMS, tv) always has
area 1 for any t such that this push is deﬁned. This is a particularity of the WMS.
Moreover dim(R − rel) = 3 and for any v in F \ R − rel, Dir(MWMS, v) spans a
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subvector-space of dimension 2. See [17] or [32].
In the remainder of this section and in Chapter 5, we will study the pushes of
the WMS locus under the vector v0 deﬁned by v0(a) = −v0(c) = 1, v(b) = v(c) =
v(e) = v(f) = v(g) = v(h) = 0 and v0(α) = v0(β) =
1
2
.
Let us now explicitly describe Dir(MWMS, v0).
Lemma 3.2.1. Dir(MWMS, v0) has 8 elements:
• v1 deﬁned by v1(b) = −v1(d) = 1, v1(α) = v1(β) = 12 and other labels are
mapped to 0
• v2 deﬁned by v2(e) = −v2(g) = 1, −v2(α) = v2(β) = 12 and other labels are
mapped to 0
• v3 deﬁned by v3(f) = −v3(h) = 1, −v3(α) = v3(β) = 12 and other labels are
mapped to 0
as well as v0, −v0, −v1, −v2 and −v3.
Proof. This can be done by direct computation or can also be derived from [32].
Note that the P(M,±vi) are either all non-deﬁned or diﬀer from each other by
label-preserving translation equivalences. This follows from a standard cut-and-
paste argument.
We are going to parametrize the part of the WMS locusMWMS that consists
of the surfaces g.MWMS with g ∈ SL(2,R) a matrix with positive upper-left entries
in the following way: for A > 0 and B,C ∈ R, set
MA,B,C =
 A B
C 1+BC
A
 .MWMS.
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Figure 3.2: Left: R as a rectangle and U as a subset of R (in violet). (1
2
, 0) is
the only non-isolated element of U . Right: the pair (R˜, U˜) as two copies of (R,U)
with the points corresponding to (1
2
, 0), [1
5
, 1
3
]×{0} and (1, 0) identiﬁed (in red and
orange respectively).
When deﬁned, set also
NA,B,C = P(MA,B,C , v0).
The inﬁnite catastrophes in ﬁnite time phenomenon happens around A = 1
2
. A
(resp. C) represents horizontal scaling (resp. vertical shear) of horizontal edges,
while B parametrizes a horizontal shear on vertical edges. B will only play a small
role in our arguments. In order to lighten the notation in Theorem 1, let us deﬁne R
as the rectangle [1
5
, 1]×[0, 1
3
]. and U = {(1
5
, 0)}∪{(1
2
, 0)}∪{( k
2k±1 , 0); k ∈ N>1} ⊂ R
(see Figure 3.2 on the left). We also deﬁne R˜ as the disjoint union of two copies of
R with the points corresponding to (1
2
, 0), [1
5
, 1
3
] × {0} and (1, 0) identiﬁed in the
canonical way, and similarly for U˜ (see Figure 3.2 on the right).
Theorem 1 (Inﬁnite catastrophes in ﬁnite time)
There is a precompact contractible open subset of the locus MWMS whose push
along v0 intersects the boundary of the stratum HWMS in inﬁnitely many con-
nected components. Explicitly, consider W = {MA,B,C ; 15 < A < 1, −A
2
3
< B <
15
A2
3
, −1
3
< C < 1
3
} ⊂ HWMS, which is an open neighborhood of the surface M 1
2
,0,0
inMWMS. Let P = P(W, v0) ⊂ HWMS be the closure of the push of W along v0, in
the Mirzakhani-Wright partial compactiﬁcation of HWMS. Then P is homeomor-
phic to R˜ × [−1, 1]. Letting Pbound = P ∩ (HWMS \ HWMS), the pair (P,Pbound)
is homeomorphic to (R˜ × [−1, 1], U˜ × [−1, 1]). Further, (1
2
, 0) ∈ U˜ corresponds to
limiting surfaces in Pbound where a cylinder degenerates, while every other point
in U˜ corresponds to limiting surfaces where only a saddle connection degenerates
(recall deﬁnitions from Section 2.2). See Figure 3.2 for a picture of R˜ and U˜ .
The strategy for proving Theorem 1 is to describe the translation surfaces
NA,B,C with A decreasing from 2 to
1
5
and with B and C small. The proof of
Theorem 1 will take us until the end of Chapter 3 and will be broken down into
Lemmas 3.2.3 and 3.2.4. The former investigates the surfaces NA,B,C when C 6= 0
and the latter investigates the limits of NA,B,C as C → 0.
Remark 3.2.2. In order to understand the ﬁrst obstruction to pushingMA,B,0 along
v0, note that the push NA,B,0 is easily seen to exist for A > 1, and as A decreases
to 1 the edge labeled c shrinks to a point, thus NA,B,0 escapes to the boundary of
HWMS as A→ 1+. See Figure 3.3.
Lemma 3.2.3. The map (A,B,C) 7→ NA,B,C is a well-deﬁned homeomorphism
from {(A,B,C); A > 0, B ∈ (−A2
2
, A
2
2
), C ∈ (−1
2
, 0) ∪ (0, 1
2
)} into its image in
HWMS.
Proof. We will ﬁrst assume C > 0, the case C < 0 being similar. We start
by proving that for any (A,B,C) such that A > 0, B > −1
2
and 0 < C < 2,
the surface NA,B,C = P(MA,B,C , v0) is well-deﬁned, by explicitly describing that
surface as a union of polygons with gluings. The injectivity claim then directly
follows. See Figure 3.4 for a representation of MA,B,C with ~a = . . . = ~h = (A,C)
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and ~α = ~β = (B, 1+BC
A
). See Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 for representations of NA,B,C
with C > 0 and several values of A. In Figure 3.7, note that ~a = (A + 1, C),
~c = (A − 1, C) and ~b = ~d = (A,C), so the two light-red quadrilaterals are always
well-deﬁned and non-degenerate because C > 0. Moreover, ~α = ~β = (B+ 1
2
, 1+BC
A
)
and ~a+ . . .+ ~d = ~e+ . . .+~h = 4(A,C), so the two light-yellow parallelograms are
always well-deﬁned and non-degenerate because 0 < C < 2 and B > −1
2
. Indeed,
these conditions together imply that 1+BC
A
> 0 and that the slope of their left side
is greater than the slope of their lower side. This ﬁnishes the proof of Lemma
3.2.3.
Lemma 3.2.4. For any (A,B) such that 1
5
< A < 1, the two limiting surfaces
N+A,B = limC→0+ NA,B,C and N
−
A,B = limC→0− NA,B,C exist and are as described
in Figures 3.11, 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15. In particular, N+A,B = N
−
A,B exactly when
1
5
≤ A ≤ 1
3
, A = 1
2
or A = 1 and N±A,B hits the boundary of the stratum HWMS
exactly when A ∈ {1
5
} ∪ {1
2
} ∪ { k
2k±1 ; k ∈ N>1}.
Proof. First assume A > 1
2
so that ~b + ~c points to the right. In order to obtain a
more convenient representation of NA,B,C , cut vertical slits above the endpoints of
a and d and remember the gluings. See Figure 3.8 for the resulting decomposition
of NA,B,C into glued polygons. Our aim is to describe the limiting surface N
+
A,B =
limC→0+ NA,B,C . As C → 0, the four convex polygons in Figure 3.8, marked (1),
(3), (4) and (6), converge to polygons for the Hausdorﬀ limit of compact subsets
of R2. In contrast, the remaining polygons, marked (2) and (5) do not converge
to polygons, thus we need to perform additional cutting and gluing in order to
understand the limiting surface. After gluing the polygons (2) and (5) along b
(see Figure 3.9), cutting vertical slits below the orange singular point and gluing
the resulting polygons along c (see 3.10), we get a decomposition of NA,B,C that
admits a limit (in the sense of Mirzakhani-Wright) as C → 0. See Figure 3.11 for
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the ﬁnal representation of N+A,B as a pair of parallelograms with gluings. Note that
the lengths l and m verify l = Re(~b+~c) = 2A− 1 and m = Re(−~c) = 1−A. From
the cutting and gluing we performed, we also see that
~b′ = (m mod l, 0) = (m+ b−m
l
c, 0)
which degenerates exactly when m/l is an integer, i.e. when A = k+1
2k+1
, k ∈ N.
Assume now that 1/5 < A < 1
2
, as in Figure 3.12. We cut along vertical
segments above and below the endpoints of c (in red in Figure 3.12). Then the
edge labeled a is split in 3 smaller edges ai with ~a1 = ~a3 = (1 − 2A,C) and
~a2 = (5A − 1, C), and we are left with 8 polygonal pieces. The pieces delimited
by edges a2 or d have limits as C → 0. After gluing the remaining ones along a1,
a3 and c, we are left with a ﬁgure similar to Figure 3.10. In a similar way to the
case A > 1
2
, we get the resulting representation of N+A,B in Figure 3.13, with c
′
coming from the a2 label and a
′, b′ coming from a standard cut and paste. More
precisely, ~c′ = (5A − 1, 0) and ~b′ = (A mod 1 − 2A, 0). b′ is degenerated exactly
when A = k
2k+1
, k > 1 integer.
The case where C < 0 is similar, and the resulting surfaces N−A,B are drawn
in Figure 3.14. Note that for 1
5
< A < 1, N+A,B = N
−
A,B exactly when A =
1
2
or
1
5
< A < 1
3
.
Proof of Theorem 1. Note that the limits N±A,B obtained in Lemma 3.2.4 are the
result of approaching (A,B, 0) radially with an angle ±pi
2
. In order to complete
the proof of Theorem 1, we only are left to show that these limits do not depend
on the way we approach (A,B, 0). More precisely, given any sequence (An, Bn, Cn)
with An → A ∈ [15 , 1], Bn → B, Cn > 0 (resp. Cn < 0) and Cn → 0, then the
Mirzakhani-Wright limit of NAn,Bn,Cn exists and is equal to N
+
A,B (resp. N
−
A,B).
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a b
c
d
e f g h
α α
f e h g
d
c
b a
β β
a b d
c
e f g h
α α
f e h g
d b a
c
β β
Figure 3.3: Left: the surface N1+,0,0 with  > 0 (actually here  = 0.2), with
~a = (2 + , 0), ~c = (, 0), ~α = ~β = (1
2
, 1
1+
) and ~b = ~d = ~e = . . . = ~h =
(1 + , 0). Note that as  → 0, the length of the segment c tends to 0, so that
lim→0N1+,0,0 = P(MWMS, v0) is not well-deﬁned as a surface in HWMS. Right:
the result of collapsing c to a point is shown in blue. The Mirzakhani-Wright limit
N1,0,0 exists and lies in H1(1, 1, 2).
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g
Figure 3.4: The surface MA,B,C . Here A = 1.2 and B = C = 0.1.
But this results from small changes in the proof of Lemma 3.2.4, therefore the
proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
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Figure 3.5: The surface NA,B,C with A > 1. Here A = 1.2 and B = C = 0.1.
a
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d
c b
a
e f
g h
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e h
g
α
α
β
β
Figure 3.6: The surface N1,B,C is well-deﬁned when C > 0, thus we can push past
that point, i.e. NA,B,C is well-deﬁned for any A > 0. Here A = 1, see also Figure
3.7 for the case A < 1. Compare with Figure 3.3 (case C = 0) where the edge
labeled c degenerates as A approaches 1.
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g h
f
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β
Figure 3.7: The surface NA,B,C with C > 0 and A < 1. Recall that ~a = (A+ 1, C),
~c = (A − 1, C), ~α = ~β = (B + 1
2
, 1+BC
A
) and ~b = ~d = ~e = . . . = ~h = (A,C).
Computations in Theorem 3.2.3 show that this representation makes sense for any
A > 0 as long as B > −1
2
and 0 < C < 2.
(1)
(2)
(3)
a
b c
d
(4)
(5) (6)
d
c b
a
e f
g h
f
e h
g
Figure 3.8: Another representation of NA,B,C for
1
2
< A < 1, B > −1
2
and 0 < C <
2. It was obtained from Figure 3.7 by cutting vertical slits above the endpoints of
a and d.
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(1)
(2)
(3)
a
b c
d
(4)
(5)
(6)
d
c
a
Figure 3.9: Representation of NA,B,C for
1
2
< A < 1, B > −1
2
and 0 < C < 2,
obtained from Figure 3.8 by gluing the center pieces along b. Labels e through h
were omitted. Note that as A→ 1
2
, |b|/|c| → 1. See left of Figure 3.10 for a sketch
of the center piece with A closer to 1
2
.
c
c
b
l m
c
α1
α2
α3
α4
α1
α2
α3
α4
α4
c
α4
b′ c′
c′ b′
Figure 3.10: The leftmost picture is a sketch of the center piece of Figure 3.9.
Cutting vertical slits below the left endpoint of c and regluing along c yields the
second picture. Gluing along αi, we get the representation in the third picture.
Letting C → 0, the edges α1, α2 and α3 are reduced to a point, as is shown in the
right picture, with |b′| = m mod l.
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a b′ c′ d
α
e f g h
d c′ b′ a
β
f e h g
Figure 3.11: Final representation of N+A,B for
1
2
< A < 1, with ~α = ~β = (B+ 1
2
, 1
A
),
|~b′| = 1 − A mod 2A − 1 and |~c′| = 2A − 1 − |~b′|. It was obtained by combining
Figures 3.8 and 3.10.
a1 a2
a3 b
c
d
d
c
b a1
a2 a3
Figure 3.12: Sketch for NA,B,C with 1/5 < A <
1
2
and C > 0. Here Re(dev(a1)) =
Re(dev(a3)) = 1− 2A and Re(dev(a2)) = 5A− 1.
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a′b′ c′ d
e f g h
d′ c′ b′a′
f e h g
Figure 3.13: Representation of N+A,B for 1/5 < A <
1
2
, with |~c′| = 5A− 1, |~b′| = A
mod 1− 2A and |~a′| = 1− 2A− |~b′|.
a b c′ d′
α
e f g h
d′ c′ b a
β
f e h g
b c′ d′a′
α′
e f g h
a′d′ c′ b
β′
f e h g
Figure 3.14: Left: N−A,B for
1
2
< A < 1, with ~α = ~β = (B + 1
2
, 1
A
), |~d′| = 1 − A
mod 2A− 1 and |~c′| = 2A− 1− |~b′|. Right: N−A,B for 1/5 < A < 12 , with ~α′ = ~β′ =
(B − (A+ 1) + 1
2
, 1
A
), |~c′| = 5A− 1, |~d′| = A mod 1− 2A and |~a′| = 1− 2A− |~d′|.
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α
α
β
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d
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α α
β β
e f g h
a b
b a
f e h g
Figure 3.15: Left: the surface N 1
2
,0,C with C = 0.1. The two orange triangles glued
along b form a horizontal cylinder. As C → 0, this cylinder degenerates. Right:
the surface N 1
2
,0,0. Note that the blue and orange points have cone angle 2pi, thus
N 1
2
,0,0 ∈ H1(1, 1, 0, 0).
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CHAPTER 4
GENERAL CASE OF VEECH SURFACES
Given a translation surface M , we write SL(M) ⊂ SL(2,R) for the group of
aﬃne transformations of M . Recall that M is said to be a Veech surface if SL(M)
is a lattice of SL(2,R), and that in this case we have the following dichotomy. See
[16] or [29].
Theorem 2 (Veech dichotomy)
Let M be a Veech translation surface. Then for any direction θ the ﬂow in di-
rection θ is either ergodic or M decomposes into a ﬁnite number of cylinders in
the direction θ that have pairwise commensurable moduli µi, i.e. for all i and j,
µi/µj ∈ Q.
Let now M be a Veech translation surface. We are going to examine that part
of its locusM for which surfaces admit decompositions into horizontal cylinders.
Up to rotation we may assume that M is such a surface, and we write Ci for the
horizontal cylinders composing M . We ﬁx a real vector v ∈ H1(M,Σ,R) such
that Dir(M, v) is ﬁnite. Thanks to [32] where the computation of Dir(M, v) is
carefully detailed, we know that inﬁnitely many examples of such pairs of surfaces
and vectors can be constructed by looking at abelian covers of the pillow-case.
For each i, we choose a decomposition of Ci as in Figure 4.1. In this decom-
position, we put the aij at the bottom of each Ci and the bij at the top. αi are
on the sides (we do not require that the αi are vertical). Note the orientation of
the edges. Because M is a Veech surface, the moduli of all cylinders are pairwise
commensurable and the ﬁniteness condition on v implies that all v(ai1 + a
i
2 + . . .)
and all v(bi1 + b
i
2 + . . .) are 0. Call li = a
i
1 + a
i
2 + . . . > 0 the length of Ci and
hi = Im(αi) > 0 its height.
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3 b
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Figure 4.1: One cylinder Ci in the decomposition of M in horizontal cylinders.
As above, set
MA,B,C =
 A B
C 1+BC
A
 .M
and when deﬁned
NA,B,C = P(MA,B,C , v0).
Remark 4.0.5. Let A be big enough that for all i and k, ARe(dev(M,aik)) >
|v(aik)|. Then NA,0,0 exists and lies in the same stratum as M , so as in Remark
3.2.2, the interesting behavior happens as A becomes smaller.
Lemma 4.0.6 below will allow us to ﬁnd representations of NA,B,C as an union
of polygons with gluing when C 6= 0 is small (see Proposition 4.0.7).
Lemma 4.0.6. Up to relabeling the aik, we can assume that the v(a
i
1), v(a
i
1 + a
i
2),
. . . are all non-negative (resp. non-positive), and that the v(bi1), v(b
i
1 + b
i
2), . . . are
all non-positive (resp. non-negative).
Proof. Let us only prove the claim that all that all the v(ai1 + . . . + a
i
j) are non-
negative. The other cases are similar. Note that for any map ϕ : Z/k → R such
that
∑
x∈Z/k ϕ(x) = 0, the following map
Z/k × N→ R
(x, l) 7→∑li=0 ϕ(x+ i)
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has a ﬁnite image, so its maximum is obtained at some pair (x0, l0). Applying this
to ϕ : x 7→ v(aix) with k the number of bottom horizontal edges in C−i , we obtain
some index x0 that up to a standard cut and paste on Ci we can assume is 1. Now
we see that no v(ai1 + . . .+a
i
l) can be negative since then v(a
i
l+1 +a
i
l+2 + . . .+a
i
1+l0
)
would be bigger that v(ai1 + . . . + a
i
1+l0
). This would contradict the deﬁnition of
(x0, l0).
Proposition 4.0.7
There exists a number η > 0 such that for any (A,B,C) ∈ R>0 ×R× (−η, η), the
push NA,B,C is well-deﬁned and in the same stratum as M .
Proof. Let us ﬁrst investigate the case C > 0. We apply Lemma 4.0.6 so that
NA,B,C admits the polygonal representation depicted in Figure 4.2 on the left.
Indeed, because each v(ai1 + . . . + a
i
l) is non-negative, each endpoint of a
i
l in the
polygon in Figure 4.2 is on or at the right of the segment in dashed orange, thus it
does not enter the center parallelogram. Similarly, the endpoints of bil never enter
the center parallelogram. The only additional condition we need to check is that the
center parallelogram is non-degenerate, i.e. that (dev(MA,B,C , αi) + v(αi)) · ~n > 0
where ~n is the orthonormal vector making an angle of +pi/2 with dev(MA,B,C , a
i
1 +
ai2 + . . .) + v(a
i
1 + a
i
2 + . . .) = li(A,C). By direct computation, this is equivalent
to −Cv(αi) + hi > 0. Therefore the push NA,B,C exists for any C > 0 verifying
C < maxi(
hi
|v(αi)|).
The case C < 0 is similar. Note that we might have to relabel the aik, resp. b
i
k.
Writing α˜i for the new side edges of the parallelogram in Figure 4.2, we ﬁnd again
that NA,B,C exists for any C < 0 verifying C > −maxi( hi|v(α˜i)|), and the proof is
complete.
As above, deﬁne N±A,B = limC→0± NA,B,C when this limit is well-deﬁned. In
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bi1
bi2
bi3
bi4
bi5
ai1
ai2
ai3
ai4
αi
αi
bi1 b
i
2
bi3 b
i
4
bi5
ai1 a
i
2
ai3 a
i
4
I−i
I+i
Figure 4.2: Left: NA,B,C is always well-deﬁned for C small enough. Such a repre-
sentation of NA,B,C always exist by Lemma 4.0.6. Right: the intervals I
+
i and I
−
i
in NA,B,C deﬁning the Interval Exchange Transformation ϕA,B.
order to describe these limits, let us deﬁne an IET in the following way. Consider
the union of intervals I = unionsqiIi where Ii = [0, li]. For each cylinder Ci, we write
I−i for the horizontal segment I
−
i of length li starting Im(dev(NA,B,C , αi))/3 verti-
cally above the leftmost vertex of ai1, and I
+
i for the horizontal segment starting
Im(dev(NA,B,C , αi))/3 vertically below the leftmost vertex of b
i
1. See Figure 4.2
on the right, in green. In order to compute N+A,B, we deﬁne an Interval Exchange
Transformation ϕA,B on I by the ﬁrst-visit map (following downwards vertical
geodesics) from the union of I−i to the union of I
+
i , both identiﬁed with I by iden-
tifying I±i and Ii isometrically. Note that ϕA,B only depends on the sign C when
C is small enough. Under ϕA,B, each I
−
i (resp. I
+
i ) is subdivided in subintervals
a′ij (resp. b
′i
j), j running from left to right, and ϕA,B acts as a permutation of these
subintervals. One can do a similar construction for the case of N−A,B, yielding an
IET ψ that is in general diﬀerent from ϕ.
Before we investigate the existence of the limits N±A,B let us deﬁne the sets
ΞA,B,C , ΓA,B,C and the notion of edge paths around a loop.
We also deﬁne M˜A,B,C (resp. N˜A,B,C) to be the surface obtained from MA,B,C
(resp. NA,B,C) by removing the mid-height segment of each horizontal cylinder Ci
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of MA,B,C (resp. NA,B,C). These segments are drawn in dashed red in Figures 4.1
and 4.2 on the right. We will call C+i (resp. C−i ) the upper (resp. lower) component
of Ci with the mid-height segment removed.
Deﬁne now ΞA,B,C as the set of vertical segments γ : [0, 1]→ N˜A,B,C that start
and end in Σ, and are one-to-one from γ−1(N˜A,B,C \Σ) to its image. Otherwise put,
it is the set of vertical saddle connections in N˜A,B,C together with concatenations of
distinct vertical saddle connections γ1, . . . , γk such that γi(1) = γi+1(0). We start
by deﬁning ΓA,B,C to be the set of one-to-one vertical loops γ : S
1 → N˜A,B,T \ Σ.
Note that each γ ∈ ΓA,B,C deﬁnes a horizontal cylinder bounded by end-circles
that are elements of ΞA,B,C . In particular, ΓA,B,C 6= ∅ =⇒ ΞA,B,T 6= ∅.
We now deﬁne edge paths around a loop, a tool that will be used in the proofs
of Proposition 4.0.8, Lemma 4.0.9 and Lemma 4.0.10. For each cylinder C±i , write
B±i for the part of the boundary of C±i that only consists of edges aik (resp. bik). For
any γ ∈ ΞA,B,C , we deﬁne the edge path γ around γ in the following way. If γ is in
B±i , then set γ = γ. Else, let x ∈ (0, 1] be the smallest such that γ(x) ∈ Σ ∪ B±i .
Then γ([0, x]) separates Ci in two connected components, one with the mid-height
waist of C±i on its boundary, and the other bordered by a path in B±i . Deﬁne
γ on [0, x] to be this latter path. Then repeat this procedure starting at x, and
so on until you reach 1. See Figure 4.4 for an explicit example. Note that γ is
the concatenation of edges ej = a
i
k (resp. b
i
k), and that γ and γ deﬁne the same
element of H1(N˜A,B,C ,Σ,Z). Furthermore we have the following equality of vectors
in R2:
dev(NA,B,C , γ) =
∑
j
dev(NA,B,C , ej).
Proposition 4.0.8
Let Ii, ϕ and a′
i
j, b
′i
j deﬁned as above. Then the limit N
+
A,B exists and is described
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as the surface with cylinders C ′i as in Figure 4.3 and with gluings deﬁned by ϕA,B.
Speciﬁcally, C ′i is a paralellogram with bottom segment I−i (resp. top segment I+i )
subdivided in a′ij (resp. b
′i
j) and identiﬁed via ϕ, and with side segments αi with
dev(N+A,B, αi) = dev(MA,B,0) + v(αi). The same result hold for N
−
A,B and ψ, with
the appropriate relabeling of the edges ail and b
i
l.
Proof. Fix C > 0 and cut downward vertical slits on Ci, starting at points I− corre-
sponding to singular points of I, and ending at points of I+ (these also correspond
to singular points of I by deﬁnition of I±). On Figure 3.10, these are the slits
α1, α2 and α3. Then reglue the pieces of vertical strips on top of each other as in
Figures 3.8 to 3.10. As in the right-most picture of Figure 3.10, we now let C → 0.
As we saw in the case of M = MWMS and v = v0, N 1
2
,0,C presents a horizontal
cylinder that is not glued back to any of the Ci. First assume that all the pieces
we cut are glued to some cylinder Ci. If there are no vertical saddle connection
that is a union of the vertical slits we cut, then we see as in Lemma 3.2.4 that the
limit is in the same stratum as M . Else, then a vertical saddle connection gets
shrunk to a point, and the limit is the one you expect. This is similar to Lemma
2.2.1. In order to complete the proof, we need to investigate what happens in the
case that some pieces we cut cannot be glued below any of the cylinders Ci. This
is where the fact that M is Veech is used in the most critical way. Indeed, by
Veech dichotomy these pieces form an union of horizontal cylinders C. Each of the
mid-loops of these cylinders is an element γ of ΓA,B,C . By looking at the edge path
γ around γ, we see that dev(NA,B,C , γ) = iλC for λ some positive integer. Thus
as C → 0 the injectivity radii of elements of each cylinder C tend to 0 and we are
in a situation very similar to Lemma 2.2.2: C does not contribute to the limit of
NA,B,C in the sense of Mirzakhani-Wright. This completes the proof.
We say that there is an accident at the positive number A if the limit N+A,B
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αi αi
b′i1 b
′i
2 b
′i
3 b
′i
4 b
′i
5
a′i1 a
′i
2 a
′i
3 a
′i
4
I−i
I+i
Figure 4.3: The cylinder C ′i with gluings. We use the IET I to describe the limit
N+A,B.
γ
γ γ
Figure 4.4: NA,B,C forM = MWMS and v = v0 as described in the previous section,
and with A close to 1
3
. We drew some γ ∈ ΞA,B,C in red. On the right we drew
both γ and γ.
(resp. N−A,B) in the sense of Mirzakhani-Wright is in a diﬀerent stratum asM . Let
A+ (resp. A−) be the set of As such that N+A,B (resp. N−A,B) is not in the same
stratum as M , and let A = A− ∪ A+. The letter A stands for accident. We are
now going to describe a criterion to ﬁnd the real numbers A that are accumulation
points in A ⊂ R>0. We will see in Lemma 4.0.9 and Theorem 3 that ΞA,B,C and
ΓA,B,C are both related to accidents at A.
Lemma 4.0.9. The following hold:
(i) A+ = A− = A,
(ii) ΞA,B,C = ΞA,B,C′ for all C,C
′ 6= 0 small enough and we write simply ΞA,B,
(iii) t ∈ A if and only if ΞA,B 6= ∅.
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Proof. This proof is similar to the one of Proposition 4.0.8 We ﬁrst prove (ii) when
C and C ′ have the same sign. Let γ ∈ ΞA,B,C for some C 6= 0 (say γ travels
upwards), and consider γ the edge path around γ. Since γ is made of edges eik
that correspond to horizontal edges of M , then for A ﬁxed Re(dev(NA,B,C , γ)) =
Re(dev(NA,B,C , γ)) is a constant function of C as long as C is small enough. In
particular, if it is 0 for some C small enough (i.e. γ is vertical) then it is 0 for
all C ′ 6= 0 suﬃciently close to 0 and of same sign, and the proof of (ii) follows by
symmetry.
We now prove (iii). If ΞA,B 6= ∅, then we can ﬁnd γ ∈ ΞA,B,C travelling
upwards. Again considering the edge path around γ we see that dev(NA,B,C , γ) is
equal to iλC ∈ iR ⊂ C with λ > 0. As C → 0, γ is pinched to a point thus NA,B,C
does not have a limit in the same stratum as M , thus t ∈ A. If ΞA,B = ∅, then
replicating the proof of Proposition 4.0.8 we have that the limits N±A,B exist and
are in the same stratum as M , thus t /∈ A, and the proof of (iii) is complete.
Note that minor changes in the proof of (iii) imply that t ∈ A+ if and only if
ΞA,B,C 6= ∅ for some small C > 0 and t ∈ A− if and only if ΞA,B,C 6= ∅ for some
small C < 0. This together with (ii) imply (i).
We would like to describe the topology of the set A. More precisely, we want
to be able to predict when an accident A ∈ A is an accumulation point. We start
with the following Lemma that will be useful in the proof of Theorem 3.
Lemma 4.0.10. Let γ ∈ ΞA,B,C . Then v(γ) 6= 0.
Proof. Suppose v(γ) = 0. Then, since γ and γ are equal in homology, v(γ) = 0 as
well. But then, as in the proof of Lemma 4.0.9, we write γ as a concatenation of
edges ej = a
i
k for some i, k. Now, using that v(γ) = 0 for the second equality, the
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following equalities hold.
dev(NA,B,C , γ) = dev(NA,B,C , γ) = dev(MA,B,C , γ) =
∑
j
dev(MA,B,C , ej)
The sum on the right is a sum of vectors with positive real parts. This contradicts
the fact that γ ∈ ΞA,B,C . Hence v(γ) 6= 0.
Note that Lemma 4.0.9 says that for a Veech surface pushed along a suitable
direction, accidents appear at A exactly when there are vertical saddle connections
in N˜A,B,C . Theorem 3 belows implies that such accidents are accumulation points
exactly when there are vertical loops in N˜A,B,C .
Theorem 3
Suppose A0 ∈ A. Then the following dichotomy hold:
• If ΓA0,B 6= ∅, then there are inﬁnitely many accidents around any neighbor-
hood of A0. More precisely, there is a homeomorphism preserving the natural
order on R between {0} ∪⋃{± 1
n
} and [A0 − , A0 + ] ∩ A.
• If ΓA0,B = ∅, then A0 is isolated in A.
Proof. Proof of the second claim. For any L > 0 the set of saddle connections
(resp. concatenations of successive saddle connections) γ of length less than L
and with direction close to vertical is ﬁnite. By Lemma 4.0.10, v(γ) 6= 0 for any
such saddle connection, so by choosing  small enough we ensure that any vertical
saddle connection in ΞA,B for A 6= A0 ∈ [A0− , A0 + ] has to be of length at least
L. Chosing L big enough that an vertical saddle connection (resp. concatenation
of successive saddle connections) starting in a half-cylinder C±i intersects its mid-
waist, we see that ΞA,B must be empty.
Proof of the ﬁrst claim. Start with some γ ∈ ΓA0,B. For any C > 0 small
enough, γ deﬁnes a horizontal cylinder C˜A0,B,C on NA0,B,C which is bounded by
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two paths γ1, γ2 ∈ ΞA0,B homotopic to γ. Lemma 4.0.10 implies that v(γ) 6= 0,
thus for  small and any A ∈ [A0 − , A0 + ] with A 6= A0, the cylinder C˜A,B,C
is not horizontal anymore in NA,B,C , i.e. Re(dev(NA,B,C , γi)) 6= 0. Therefore, we
can deﬁne a map φA,B,C : [0, 1] → [0, 1] that maps t ∈ [0, 1] to the number s such
that the downward vertical line in NA,B,C that starts at γ1(t) intersects for the
ﬁrst time γ2([0, 1]) at γ2(s). Then there is a vertical saddle connection contained
entirely in C˜A,B,C exactly when there is a t such that both γ1(t) and γ2(φA,B,C(t))
are singular points. As in the case ofM = MWMS and v = v0 studied in Section 3.2,
this happens exactly on an inﬁnite discrete subspace of [A0− , A0)∪ (A0, A0 + ].
Note that there might be several (but ﬁnitely many) horizontal cylinders similar
to C˜A0,B,C , and that any other accident can be ruled out by choosing a smaller  if
necessary, as in the proof of the second claim. Therefore the ﬁrst claim follows.
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CHAPTER 5
CONVERGENCE TO BOUNDARY OF STRATA, IN A SIMPLE
CASE
The Borel-Serre partial compactiﬁcation of homogeneous spaces was deﬁned in [3]
and similar constructions in strata have been introduced and used in [9], [2], [13]
and [5]. See also [31], in preparation.
As we saw in the previous section, the inﬁnite catastrophes phenomenon
occurs when a cylinder degenerates, i.e. when its circumference approaches 0.
In this section we look back at the example from Chapter 2 and more generally
describe the convergence to the a Borel-Serre type boundary of strata, in the simple
case where a single simple cylinder degenerate. We call simple cylinder a cylinder
for which the two outer loops are single saddle connections connecting diﬀerent
singular points. Otherwise put, the outer loops contain exactly one singular point
each, and these two singular points are distinct. A and C being ﬁxed, let CA,C be
the cylinder described in Figure 3.10 (it does not depend on the parameter B).
Then CA,C is simple, and inﬁnitely many other examples of simple cylinders can
be constructed using for instance [32].
Let us now deﬁne the three types of shapes of small simple cylinders: inﬁnites-
imal cylinders, IETs on inﬁnitesimal slits and inﬁnitely thin cylinders.
• Inﬁnitesimal cylinders are (genuine) cylinders normalized to have area 1.
They are parametrized by the direction θ ∈ S1 of their outer circles, their
modulus m ∈ (0,∞) (height divided by circumpherence of outer circles) and
their twist, i.e. the translation t ∈ S1 between the two outer circles. We
write B1 for the set of all inﬁnitesimal cylinders.
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• IETs on inﬁnitesimal slits are IETs on the unit slit of R2 centered at 0.
Since we are only considering simple cylinders, this IET is just a translation
t ∈ S1. They can be thought of as modulus-0 inﬁnitesimal cylinder, and
they are parametrized by the direction θ ∈ S1 of the slit, and the translation
t ∈ S1. We write B0 for the set of IETs on inﬁnitesimal slits.
• Inﬁnitely thin cylinders can be thought of as modulus-∞ cylinders, and are
parametrized by a direction θ ∈ S1, a length (or height) l ∈ [0,∞] and a
twist. We write B∞ for the set of Inﬁnitely thin cylinders.
See Figure 5.1 for examples of inﬁnitesimal cylinders, IETs on inﬁnitesimal slits
and inﬁnitely thin cylinders. See also Figure 5.2 for how the pieces B0, B1 and B∞
are glued to each other into the topological space B.
Let S ∈ B be an inﬁnitesimal shape with direction θ, height h, modulus m and
twist t. Let Mn be a sequence of surfaces with simple cylinders Cn of direction θn,
height hn, modulus mn, twist tn and circumpherence going to zero. We denote by
M ′n the surface obtained from Mn by removing Cn and gluing the two remaining
slits together. For the scope of this paper, we will say that Mn converges to the
pair (M,S) ifM ′n →M in the Mirzakhani-Wright topology, and (θn, hn,mn, tn)→
(θ, h,m, t).
In order to understand how a subspace of strata can approach a pair (M,S),
we deﬁne spiraling in the following way. This deﬁnition is inspired by the previous
work [1] co-authored with Hyungryul Baik.
• We say that a subspace P of some stratum approaches a pair (M,S) if there
is a sequence Mn ∈ P that converges to the pair (M,S).
• We say that a P approaches (M,S) in a spiraling way if it approaches (M,S)
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twist: 1
4
Figure 5.1: 5 inﬁnitesimal shapes. From left to right: an IET on a inﬁnitesimal slit,
three inﬁnitesimal cylinders with moduli 1
5
, 4
5
and 20 respectively, and an inﬁnitely
thin cylinder with length 5 (note that any length in [0,∞] are allowed for thin
cylinders). All of these shapes have orientation 6pi
5
as highlighted in dashed red,
and have twist 1
4
∈ [0, 1]/0 ∼ 1 as can be seen from the shift between orange and
blue singular points. For thin cylinders, we explicitly write the twist below the
inﬁnitesimal shape for convenience.
and if there is no continuous path t 7→Mt ∈ P with simple cylinders Ct that
converges to (M,S).
• We say that P approaches (M,S) in a non-spiraling way if such a path exists.
Going back to the example of the WMS pushed along v0 (see Chapter 3), we
will look at the phase-space of A,B,C with A close to 1
2
, B,C close to 0 and
C > 0. In fact, B will play absolutely no role in the discussion so we set it to
0. The cylinder CA,C deﬁned by a parallelogram as in Figure 3.10 is simple, and
its circumpherence goes to 0 as A → 1
2
and C → 0. In order to see how NA,C
approaches the boundary of stratum as (A,C) → (1
2
, 0), let us look at the height
hA,C of CA,C , its modulus mA,C and its twist tA,C . Elementary computations give
the following lemma.
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B0
B1
B∞
m ∈ (0,∞)
l ∈ [0,∞]
Figure 5.2: The slice of B = B0 unionsq B1 unionsq B∞ for which the orientation θ is ﬁxed is a
topological closed cylinder. In this slice, elements of B0 form a circle, corresponding
to all choice of a twist t ∈ S1. Similarly, elements of B1 form a cylinder with choices
of a modulus m ∈ (0,∞) and of a twist t ∈ S1, and elements of B∞ form a cylinder
with choices of a length l ∈ [0,∞] and of a twist t. B is the product of this ﬁgure
with the circle, corresponding with all choices of θ ∈ S1.
~X
~X~Y
~Y
m ~X⊥
t˜ ~X
~X⊥
~X
m ~X⊥
m ~X⊥
t ~X
up to Dehn twist
==
Figure 5.3: Left: the cylinder CA,C is deﬁned by a parallelogram with vectors
~X = (2A − 1, 2C) and ~Y = (1 − A,−C). The two edges labeled ~Y are glued
together, whereas the edges labeled ~X are glued to diﬀerent segments of the surface
NA,C . Right: we put C into its canonical form with t = t˜ mod 1. We have
~X⊥ = (2C,−(2A− 1)), m = −X∧Y‖X‖2 and t˜ = X·Y‖X‖2 .
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Lemma 5.0.11.
XA,C = 2 · (A− 1
2
, C) (5.1)
hA,C = −XA,C ∧ YA,C‖XA,C‖ =
C√
(2A− 1)2 + 4C2 (5.2)
mA,C = −XA,C ∧ YA,C‖XA,C‖2 =
C
(2A− 1)2 + 4C2 (5.3)
tA,C = t˜A,C mod 1, with t˜A,C =
XA,C · YA,C
‖XA,C‖2 =
(2A− 1)(1− A)− 2C2
(2A− 1)2 + 4C2 (5.4)
(1) implies that CA,C has same direction as (A− 12 , C) and circumpherence twice
the norm ‖(A− 1
2
, C)‖.
(2) implies that the locus where hA,C is constant and equal to h is the union of
the half-lines passing through (A,C) = (1
2
, 0) and with slope s = ± 2h√
1−4h2 . Note
that as |s| → ∞, h = |s|
2
√
1+s2
→ 1
2
and as s→ 0, h→ 0.
(3) implies that the locus where mA,C is constant and equal to m is the circle
passing through (A,C) = (1
2
, 0) and with center (0, 1
8m
).
(4) implies that the locus where t˜A,C is constant and equal to t˜ is the half-
circle passing through (1
2
, 0) and ( 1+t˜
1+2t˜
, 0) and with center on the A-axis if t˜ > −1
2
,
the vertical half-line passing through (1
2
, 0) if t˜ = −1
2
and the half-circle passing
through (1
2
, 0) and ( 1+t˜
1+2t˜
, 0) and with center on the A-axis if t˜ < −1
2
. Note that as
p = 1+t˜
1+2t˜
→ 1
2
+
, t˜ = 1−p
2p−1 →∞ and as p→ 12
−
, t˜→ −∞.
See Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 for these loci.
Theorem 4
Let P = {NA,B,C ; 15 < A < 1, −12 < B < 12 , 0 < C < 12} ⊂ P(MWMS). Then the
following holds.
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AC
1
2
Figure 5.4: A vector (A−1/2, C) is equal to 1
2
dev(NA,B,C , γ) where γ is one of the
saddle connections bounding the cylinder in Figure 3.10. In particular, as A→ 1
2
this cylinder becomes horizontal (γ becomes vertical), and for A < 1
2
the cylinder
is ﬂipped, i.e. Re(dev(NA,B,C , γ)) < 0. We superimposed a sketch of the cylinder
on top of (A,C) for some values of A and C.
A
C
1
2
t˜ = − 1
2
1
t˜ = 0
2
3
t˜ = 1
3
5
4
7
0
t˜ = −1
1
3
t˜ = −2
2
5
3
7
Figure 5.5: Loci for which t˜A,C is constant are half-circles centered on the A-axis.
• For any height h ∈ [0, 1
2
), angle θ ∈ [0, pi] such that tan(θ) = ± 2h√
1−4h2 and
twist t ∈ S1, P approaches (N 1
2
,0,0, S) in a spiraling way, with S the thin
cylinder with angle θ, height h and twist t.
• For any twist t ∈ S1, P approaches (N 1
2
,0,0, S) in a non-spiraling way, with
S the thin cylider with angle pi/2, height 1
2
and twist t.
• For any modulus m ∈ [0,∞], angle θ ∈ {0, pi} and twist t ∈ S1, P approaches
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AC
1
2
h = 1
2
12
3
3
5
4
7
0 1
3
2
5
3
7
h = 0.2
h = 0.35h = 0.45h = 0.49
h = 0.2
h = 0.35 h = 0.45 h = 0.49
Figure 5.6: Loci for which hA,C is constant are half-lines ending at (
1
2
, 0).
A
C
1
2
12
3
3
5
4
7
0 1
3
2
5
3
7
m = 1
4
m = 1
2
m = 1
Figure 5.7: Loci for which mA,C is constant are circles centered on the C-axis.
(N 1
2
,0,0, S) in a spiraling way, with S the inﬁnitesimal cylinder with angle θ,
modulus m and twist t. Note that the case m = 0 corresponds to inﬁnitesimal
IETs.
Proof. We start with the second claim which is easier to prove. Given a twist
t ∈ [0, 1), let γ : [0, 1] → {(A,C); 1
5
< A < 1, 0 < C < 1
2
} be an arc of the upper
half circle centered on the line C = 0 and passing through (1
2
, 0) and ( 1+t
1+2t
), and
with γ(1) = (1
2
, 0). Then letting (Ax, Cx) = γ(x), Lemma 5.0.11 implies that the
path x 7→ NAx,0,Cx converges to (N 1
2
,0,0, S) as x→ 1, as was to be shown.
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We now prove the ﬁrst claim, assuming without loss of generality that t = 0.
We ﬁrst show that there is a sequence (An, Cn) such that NAn,0,Cn converges to
(N 1
2
,0,0, S). But from Lemma 5.0.11 and as can be seen in Figure 5.6, we can achieve
this by deﬁning (An, Cn) as the intersection of the half-line of slope s =
2h√
1−4h2
passing through (1
2
, 0) and the half-circles as in the proof of the second claim.
Now, let us assume by contradiction that there is a continuous path γ : [0, 1] →
{(A,C); 1
5
< A < 1, 0 < C < 1
2
} such that NAx,0,Cx converges to (N 1
2
,0,0, S)
as x → 1. Since NAx,0,Cx → N 1
2
,0,0 in the sense of Mirzakhani-Wright, Theorem 1
implies that (Ax, Cx)→ (12 , 0). Since it converges to (N 12 ,0,0, S), we see from Lemma
5.0.11 and Figure 5.6 that the slopes sx = Cx/Ax must converge to ± 2h√1−4h2 , and
that this prohibits tx = tAx,Cx from converging in S
1. Thus this claim is proven as
well. The third claim is very similar.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
We have developed several techniques to study the geometry of the pushes
P(M, v), where M is a Veech surface and v is a suitable direction. These provide
a better understanding of horocycle orbit closures in strata, in particular due to
the description of the new inﬁnite catastrophes in ﬁnite time phenomenon. Note
that the example of MWMS and v0 studied in Section 3.2 was carefully chosen so
that there is no local regluing around the accident A = 1
2
(see Theorem 1). In
order to completely describe the geometry of P(MWMS, v0), it would be necessary
to understand if the local boundaries around the A = 1
2
and C = 0 are global,
i.e. that they are not identiﬁed with other local boundaries. As a next step,
we would like to investigate, in the case of arbitrary Veech translations surfaces,
how complicated local and global regluing could be. Moreover, Remark 4.0.5 and
Proposition 4.0.7 together imply that for any Veech surfaceM and direction v such
that Dir(M, v) is ﬁnite, P(M, v) is an immersed manifold away from the push of
the locus {MA,B,C ; 0 < A < A0, B ∈ R, C = 0} with some number A0. Because
we are dealing with vectors that are not globally deﬁned, some self-intersection
phenomenon may appear, and in the future we would like to ﬁnd a systematic
method to predict if and when self-intersection occurs.
Note that it is crucial in Chapter 4 that M is a Veech surface, as this condition
implies that if inﬁnitely many catastrophes occur in ﬁnite time, the surface that
shrinks to a point is made up of horizontal cylinders. Is it possible to ﬁnd an
example of a non-Veech surface M and a suitable direction v such that a non-
periodic minimal subsurface shrinks to a point? Is such a case, what would be
the topology of A and the geometry of the push P(M, v)? Would it always be an
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immersed manifold with boundary? More broadly, is it always true that horocycle
orbit closures are manifold with boundary?
As suggested by Chapter 5, the study of how pushes P(M, v) approach the
Borel-Serre boundary is natural, and we expect it will yield interesting insight on
how horocycle orbit closures approach the Borel-Serre boundary of strata.
Another potential application of our techniques is related to the following ques-
tion of Forni: for any horocycle-invariant ergodic measure µ on a stratum H, are
the limits gt∗µ as t → ±∞ either gt-invariant or do not converge in the space
of probability measures of H? This question was answered aﬃrmatively in [2] in
the case H = Hlabel1 (1, 1). The additional complexity studied in this thesis could
potentially yield a negative answer in higher-dimensional strata. Similarly, we are
interested in the study of the limits P(M, tv) as t→ ±∞. When these limits exist,
do they admit extra invariance? If not, what can be said of their geometries?
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